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Introduction and Background
The ‘ARIaT – Annotated Research & Innovaion Acions
Template’ is a guide aimed to assist applicants to the Research
and Innovaion Acions and Innovaion Acions for the
Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for 2014-2020 to beter
understand the requirements of the template and beter write
innovaion related issues. It is provided for informaional
purposes only and it is targeing any project formulator and it
relects only the view of the authors.
This user’s guide that has been produced as part of the Health2-Market project (H2M), a coordinaion acion funded by the
European Commission that aims at developing the health researchers’ entrepreneurial skills and knowledge to support
the market exploitaion of their research results. The authors
of the ARIaT are experts dealing with Horizon 2020 proposals, innovaion, exploitaion of R&D results, and generally with
entrepreneurship and business development on day-to-day
basis. Their recommendaions are indicated in the document
as “Expert recommendaions” and also include feedback collected from evaluators of H2020 proposals.
During the Health-2-Market three-years life cycle, these experts interacted, trained and consulted hundreds of paricipants who wanted to introduce their innovaion to the market.
This guide is largely based on the needs of the paricipants, as
they emerged from these interacions.

The message we want to emphasise is also that a successful
project proposal needs to speak out convincingly to a broad
readership encompassing experts from a wide range of ields.
While the scieniic/technical soundness of a proposal is central to its ulimate success, it is also essenial that the challenges to be addressed, the opportuniies to be exploited,
and the results to be achieved are clear and understandable
to all readers, speciically to H2020 evaluators! Moreover, the
linkage between results to be achieved and their relevance for
European policy orientaions should be clear, as well as the
economic opportuniies they will provide for ciizens. This is
why we started to work on this H2M product and we sincerely
hope it will be a useful addiion to your usual mindset when
you are wriing your project. The ARIaT template has been
structured to guide project formulators in presening informaion required especially by the criteria of Excellence (criterion
1) and Impact (criterion 2). It is meant to provide formulators
with clear guidance to structure the innovaion aspects contained in their proposals in such a way as to speak to both non
specialist and specialist readership. We aspire it to be useful
for everyone who wants to ill in a H2020 innovaion related
proposal.

Horizon 2020: a balanced approach between research
and innovation
The Horizon 2020 Programme aims to ensure a balanced approach between research and innovaion aciviies, more than
in any previous Framework Programme. It is not only limited
to the development of new products and services on the basis
of scieniic and technological discoveries, but also pays atenion to other sources such as the use of exising technologies
for new applicaions, incremental innovaion, non-technological innovaion (business model, design) and new ways of interacion with users, customers, or suppliers. The programme
also puts a clear emphasis on the importance of achieving
impact and innovaion by encouraging collaboraion between
researchers, industry and the ciizen.
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Aim and content of ARIaT
The aim of the annotated template is then to highlight and
emphasise the innovaion elements that an excellent project
applicaion should contain.

As the H2M pool of experts has chosen to concentrate on Innovaion aspects, we are providing recommendaions for the
relevant following secions only:

The Expert recommendaions and the Examples provided in
the document are intended to help applicants when developing their own proposal by clarifying certain relevant points
requested in the proposal template. These examples are not
from a running or funded project and should not be followed
blindly, but seen as illustraions of the expert recommendaions. Moreover, for the sake of brevity, these examples are
relaively shorter than in a typical H2020 proposal. They are
meant to give you an idea of the topics that should be covered, but these topics should be described in greater detail in
your proposal.

Secion 1. Excellence (criterion 1), Subsecion 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4;
Secion 2. Impact (criterion 2), Subsecions 2.1, 2.2 a-b;
Secion 3. Implementaion (criterion 3), Subsecions 3.2, 3.3, 3.4.
We have included in the Appendix 2 an example of a business
plan execuive summary, in the Appendix 3 an example of
work packages that addresses disseminaion and exploitaion of results, as well as preparaion of market authorisaion and market access.

The three main criteria used to evaluate the innovaion
aspects of a project proposal for H2020 are:
• Excellence (criterion 1) assesses the extent to which the
proposed soluion is innovaive compared to other products already developed or with respect to the problems
that sill do not have an adequate soluion/response
• Impact (criterion 2) must demonstrate how the project
will enhance innovaion, with speciic focus on the integraion of new knowledge. It must also assess and quanify
the compeiiveness and growth of enterprises based on
the project, in relaion to environmental/industrial/social
problems (such as level of commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility)
• Implementaion (criterion 3) secion must address, among
other things, how the innovaion will be managed. It is
of paricular relevance, as an efecive innovaion management allows the consorium to exploit new opportuniies
both outside and inside the project.

How to read ARIaT?
The text of the original H2020 template appears in
black.
Health-2-Market Expert recommendaions appear
in grey and are indicated by an orange itle . These
recommendaions also include feedback collected
from the evaluators of H2020 proposals.
Examples of suggested good pracices are writen in
blue and indicated by a bold and blue itle .

We have included in the Appendix 1 the criteria that each
evaluator will use to evaluate your proposal.

The ARIaT is limited to annotaions to the provisions of
the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovaion Acion calls.
For a more general overview of how the Horizon 2020
grants work, see the Online Manual provided by the
European Commission.

The document’s structure mirrors that of the proposal template for H2020. It focuses on and explains secions 1 and 2
(Excellence and Impact) with some menion also to criteria 3
(Implementaion) and includes examples where appropriate.

A comprehensive list of all Horizon 2020 reference
documents (including legislaion, work programme and
templates) can be found on the Reference documents
page of the Paricipant Portal.
Horizon 2020 terms are explained in the Glossary of
the Paricipant Portal.
If you need help, you can also contact the H2020
Naional Contact Points of your Country.
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“Commission lays out plans to manage low Horizon 2020 success rates”
Extracts from the article published on June 25, 2015, by ScienceIBusiness:
“…The second main step planned by the Commission
is to get stricter on raing the impact of a proposal for
industrial technologies or a societal challenge.
Impact is one of the three criteria Horizon 2020
evaluators use to assess the quality of research
proposals; the other two are excellence and the quality
of implementaion. In order to measure impact, several
indicators are considered, such as, the capacity to
innovate, the use of new knowledge, and contribuions
to the wider societal and economic impact. However, the
key ones are those listed in the individual compeiions
themselves.
To be in with a shot of winning a grant, applicants will
have to be sure that their expected impact is “clearly
deined” and rigorous. Brendan Hawdon, Head of
Horizon 2020 Policy in Smit’s directorate-general,
elaborated. “It’s all about the outcome,” he said.
An applicant should say clearly: “Here’s what we want
to come out of the project.” For an innovaion project,
for instance, increasing the world’s knowledge wouldn’t

count as a concrete impact. By contrast, in a transport
project, creaing safe devices for a car, which would
halve the number of lives lost on the road, might be a
beter example. Other impacts might be on technical
standards, or the economy, he said.
…Among other things, he said, there is a two-stage
evaluaion process: First on the ‘excellence’ of the
science proposed, and second – evaluated by a diferent
set of experts – on the societal, economic or other
impacts. He said that exact system wouldn’t work for
the Commission, but the general focus on deining
and assessing impact rigorously would. Of course, he
added, “there is a risk that people will promise the
moon. We have to be careful we aren’t taken for a ride”
by over-opimisic applicants, he said. As a result, he
said, in Horizon 2020 extra emphasis will be given to
the evaluators carefully reviewing the impact claims. “
http://sciencebusiness.net/news/77101/
Commission-lays-out-plans-to-manage-low-Horizon2020-success-rates
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OFFICIAL TEMPLATE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Proposal template
(technical annex)
Research and Innovation actions
Innovation actions
Please follow the structure of this template when
preparing your proposal. It has been designed to
ensure that the important aspects of your planned work
are presented in a way that will enable the experts to
make an effective assessment against the evaluation
criteria. Sections 1, 2 and 3 each correspond to an
evaluation criterion for a full proposal.
First stage proposals: In two-stage submission
schemes, at the irst stage you only need to complete
the parts indicated by a bracket (i.e. } ). These are in
the cover page, and sections 1 and 2.
Page limit: For full proposals, the cover page,
and sections 1, 2 and 3, together should not be longer
than 70 pages. All tables in these sections must be
included within this limit. The minimum font size
allowed is 11 points. The page size is A4, and all
margins (top, bottom, left, right) should be at least 15
mm (not including any footers or headers).

The page limit for a irst stage proposal is 15 (or 7 for
SC 1 only) pages.
If you attempt to upload a proposal longer than the
speciied limit, before the deadline you will receive
an automatic warning, and will be advised to shorten
and re-upload the proposal. After the deadline, any
excess pages will be overprinted with a ‘watermark’,
indicating to evaluators that these pages must be
disregarded.
Please do not consider the page limit as a target! It
is in your interest to keep your text as concise as
possible, since experts rarely view unnecessarily
long proposals in a positive light.

COVER PAGE
Title of Proposal
List of participants
Participant No *

Participant organisation name

Country

1 (Coordinator)
2
3

* Please use the same participant numbering as that used in the administrative proposal forms.
Table of Contents
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1.

Excellence

Your proposal must address a work programme topic for this call for proposals.
This section of your proposal will be assessed only to the extent that it is relevant to that topic.

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Section 1. Excellence

The evaluators will check that the proposed
aciviies in the proposal are in line with the call or topic.
They will pay paricular atenion to key aspects of the
award criteria (see Appendix 1 for evaluaion sub-criteria)
and key elements to be provided as part of a proposal.
Notably, under the “Excellence” criterion, to evaluate the
extent to which the proposal:

t has innovaion potenial, with paricular reference to
the corresponding secion(s) in the proposal;

t presents focused and well-deined objecives in line
with the call;

t targets

technological, logisical,
development requirements;

business

t is relevant, feasible, sustainable and represents a clear
advance on the state of the art.

Your H2020 project should not
be presented as a scientific publication.
Go straight to the point!

1.1

and

Objectives

Describe the speciic objectives for the project1, which should be clear, measurable, realistic and achievable within
the duration of the project. Objectives should be consistent with the expected exploitation and impact of the project
(see section 2).

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 1.1 Objectives

Structure your project idea by deining and
quanifying the objecives and highlighing your “vision”
and “mission”. These two will clearly show what you
want to achieve. A vision is the representaion of a

Highlight your mission, and how this will
lead to your vision for a better world

1

desirable future conceived by your ability to idenify
opportuniies in a given situaion. On the other hand the
mission deines what you do , or what you expect to do. It
highlights the main beneits for the customers/end users/
paients/adopters, etc. and takes into consideraion the
values and expectaions of the stakeholders. In this
secion 1.1, you may already introduce and highlight the
market opportuniies such as:

The term ‘project’ used in this template equates to an ‘acion’ in certain other Horizon 2020 documentaion.
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ANNOTATION

demand for new needs (e.g., more and more
elderly people stay at home, despite facing medical
condiions. This new and expanding market has
diferent needs than hospitalised paients);

new possibiliies to beter meet exising needs,
ofered by new technologies;
current or expected regulaions which might favour
your product entrance into the market;

demand for beter soluions to exising needs (e.g.,
many elderly people facing medical condiions
demand to be checked without disturbing their usual
way of life).

societal changes including demography, social issues,
way of life, ageing, new behaviours, that make your
ofering valuable etc.

We suggest that you insert a graph or table which is
visually summarizing your main objecives.

...and explain how these might result to:
larger demand for exising needs (e.g., the demand
for services for the well-being of the elderly is likely
to increase because European populaion is aging
and life expectancy increasing);

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
for use in Early Alzheimer’s Demenia (EAD). This RCT will
Alzheimer`s Disease (AD) is by far the most combe lanked with supplementary support aciviies in order
mon demenia of later life and the leading cause of disto ensure its smooth performance, underpin the eicacy of
ability and death in the aged populaion. According to
the pharmacological treatment, and plan ahead and ensure
the World Health Organizaion it afects 36 million people
Markeing Authorisaion as well as reimbursement at an
worldwide(1). Due to demographic changes an esimated
early stage of the product life cycle. The overarching purnumber of 115 million people worldwide will be sufering
pose of these combined aciviies is to bring to the market
from AD by 2050. Accordingly, current and especially fua safe, efecive causal treatment for elderly individuals
ture health care systems are facing tremendous costs. In
sufering from AD.
2010, the global economic impact of AD and other demen(2)
ias was US$604 billion . There is a tentaive esimate of
In order to realise the above presented vision, the ADan 85% increase in costs to 2030. Despite its public health
Project project has a three-fold focus, as it appears in the
importance and recent advances in understanding its mofollowing graph:
lecular pathology, no disease-modifying drug exists up to
date that can halt or at least
slow down the progression • To validate the puta8ve
1
disease modifying eﬀects
of AD. Present treatment
on cogni8on
• To underpin the theory that
Clinical
Scien4ﬁc
strategies only provide
the compound triggers the
Trial
Objec4ves
eﬄux of neurotoxic
minimal short-term beneit
Objec4ves
substances
due to limited symptomaic
• To inves8gate the eﬀect of
AD‐project
treatment without target- 1 Prince M, Jackson J.
the compound treatment on
toxic burden and plasma
ing the underlying mecha- Internaional World
biomarkers
Alzheimer Report 2009.
2
nism of AD.
Alzheimer’s disease
Building on promising
preclinical data, the ‘ADProject’ proposal seeks to
advance the compound as
a treatment for AD by conducing a European Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT)

internaional (Adi);
2009 Sep.

3

Regulatory and
Business Objec4ves

2

Wilmo A, Prince M.
Internaional World
Alzheimer Report 2010:
The Global Economic
Impact of Demenia.
Alzheimer’s disease
internaional (Adi);
2010 Sep.

• Market Access environment analysis
• Early communica8on with Regulatory and Market Access authori8es
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1.2

Relation to the work programme
•

Indicate the work programme topic to which your proposal relates, and explain how your proposal
addresses the speciic challenge and scope of that topic, as set out in the work programme.
ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 1.2 Relation to the work programme

Analyse the whole descripion of the relevant
part of the work programme: the speciic challenge to be
addressed, the scope of the topic, the expected impacts
and explain as speciically as possible, item by item, how
your project addresses the relevant topic, possibly using a

table where you list requests by the topic and the related
answers you propose (see example below). In this secion
1.2 is where for the
ime you have the opportunity
to introduce and also readers’ expectaions on the
impact of your project.

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
The personalised health and care topic, H2020PHC-13 (a Research and Innovaion acion call), aims to
create opportuniies for real breakthrough research by
supporing the translaion of indings into the clinic. We
are addressing Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), a chronic noncommunicable disease with increasing relevance. It is considered the “disease of the twenty-irst century”. Despite
its public health importance and recent advances in understanding its molecular pathology, there exists no curaive
treatment or efecive causaive therapy. Approved treatSpeciic scope of the topic

ments, including acetylcholine-esterase inhibitors (AChE-I)
and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonists,
have only modest symptomaic efects without targeing
the underlying cause of the disease. No new treatments
have been approved for AD since 2003. This emphasises
the importance of further clinical research into novel causaive strategies to combat the disease – such as the compound. The following table summarises the speciic scope
of this call, as set out in the SC1 work programme, and how
it is addressed by the AD-Project project:
How AD-Project addresses the programme scope

Clinical trial(s) supporing proof of concept (PoC) in
humans to assess the potenial clinical eicacy of novel
therapeuic concepts

Proof-of-Concept (PoC) phase IIa2/b clinical trial to
assess potenial clinical eicacy of the compound in
AD paients

Building on pre-exising pre-clinical research and
addiional results from large scale databases

Preclinical in vivo and in vitro experiments
demonstrated that the compound promotes export
of brain derived toxic substances into the blood
thereby reducing toxic levels and load in the CNS and
improving learning deicits

Concise feasibility assessment jusiied by available
published and preliminary results and supporing data
as well as consideraions of efeciveness and potenial
clinical beneits

The compound has a well understood pharmacologic
background and promising pharmacovigilance data.
All informaion available today suggests that molecule
will be a safe product.
Clinical beneit from the PoC RCT concerning the
draining efect and the documented safety in AD
paients

- 10 -
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1.3

Concept and approach
•

Describe and explain the overall concept underpinning the project. Describe the main ideas, models or
assumptions involved. Identify any trans-disciplinary considerations;

•

Describe the positioning of the project e.g. where it is situated in the spectrum from ‘idea to application’,
or from ‘lab to market’. Refer to Technology Readiness Levels where relevant. (See General Annex G
of the work programme);

•

Describe any national or international research and innovation activities which will be linked with the
project, especially where the outputs from these will feed into the project;

•

Describe and explain the overall approach and methodology, distinguishing, as appropriate, activities
indicated in the relevant section of the work programme, e.g. for research, demonstration, piloting, irst
market replication, etc;

•

Where relevant, describe how sex and/or gender analysis is taken into account in the project’s content.

Sex and gender refer to biological characteristics and social/cultural factors respectively. For guidance on methods of
sex/gender analysis and the issues to be taken into account, please refer to http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/
gendered-innovations/index_en.cfm

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 1.3 Concept and approach

Remember that evaluators are considering
several proposals like yours, and it is fundamental for
them to have available elements to igure out why your
is the most promising to receive funding. The
secion 1.3 is mainly asking to describe the ive following
elements: main idea, 2. its posiioning on the market,
3. any naional/internaional R&I aciviies linked to
your idea, 4. overall approach and methodology, 5. sex
and gender analysis.
Thus, to highlight the innovaion in your approach, you
should include:

t a detailed but concise descripion of the soluion;
t a descripion of the current stage of development or
posiioning of the project in the spectrum which goes
from “idea to applicaion”.

Position your project idea
in the range from idea to application!
Where appropriate, menion key milestones or potenial
proof for success that led to the current stage (e.g.
prototype, ield trials, pilot studies with intended endusers and/or potenial clients, past grants and awards for
this project). If you have a patent(s), you should reference
it/them and explain what it covers and where. This is
evidence for the evaluator that your proposal is very likely
to actually deliver what it promises.
In this secion 1.3 you might insert a low chart (see
image shown) showing the phases of your project and the
interconnecion between them.

For this last point you should
explicitly refer to the Technology
Readiness Level (TRL), if that is
meaningful. More informaion
on TRL deiniions can be found
in secion G. of the General
Annexes, of Horizon 2020 Work
Programme.

- 11 -
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EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
AD is hypothesised to be caused by an increased
accumulaion of toxic Aβ in the brain, followed by neuroibrillary tangles formaion, synapic and neuronal loss
and brain atrophy, especially in the hippocampus and the
frontal lobe. Although insoluble Aβ plaques were originally
seen as the mediators of neurotoxicity, it has been reported that soluble oligomeric forms of Aβ are paricularly neurotoxic. A recent study underpinning our herein proposed
clinical trial demonstrates that impaired clearance and not
increased generaion of toxic Aβ pepides seems to be criical for the development of sporadic AD. These data suggest that molecular transport mechanisms which export
soluble, toxic Aβ-aggregates may play a fundamental role
in the pathogenesis of AD and could be a target for novel
treatment.

Do not ignore sex
and/or gender analysis

The herein proposed 24 month European mulicenter study
represents a of Proof of Mechanism clinical
trial and includes the validaion of cogniive efects of the
compound (phase IIa) and a dose-inding study (phase IIb).
Furthermore, safety and tolerability will be further validated and the compound dependent changes in Aβ plaque
burden (via PET imaging) will be assessed. The trial is designed as a randomised, double-blind, mulicentre, placebo-controlled clinical trial in early AD paients with MMSE
(Mini-Mental State Examinaion) scores between 28-25.

Figure: Value Chain

ExploitaCon

Discovery
Support Services

Por$olio and Project Management

Innova9on Management

Pre‐clinical

Phase I
(ﬁrst in human)

Support Services

Lead

Governance & Risk management

Phase IIa /
IIb (POC)

Phase III

MarkeCng
AuthorizaCon

Market
Access

Clinical Study Management & Regulatory Aﬀairs
Pharmacovigilence
Commercializa9on,
Market Access & Approval
AD‐Project H2020

Show with a graph how many female or
male patients/customers you will involve,
and their age range.

The AD-Project consorium is formed by renowned researchers from all over Europe, each one with a strong
scieniic and/or clinical background in the ields of AD
cogniive research, biomarker research and / or AD imaging research. The trial will be conducted in 6 European
clinical centres; those are DE 1 (recruiing 25 paients), DE
2 (recruiing 25 paients), NL (recruiing 30 paients), ES
(recruiing 25 paients), IT 1 and IT 2 (each recruiing 25 paients). The consorium clinical centres involved are highly
experienced in the diagnosis and management of AD clinical trials in accordance with Good Clinical Pracice (GCP).
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ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 1.3 Concept and approach (Sex and gender analysis)

A topic is considered gender relevant when it
can be expected that its indings afect women and men
or groups of women and men diferently. In these cases,
applicants should integrate gender issues and, when relevant speciic studies, as part of the proposals. This is what
is called by experts the gender dimension in research and
innovaion content. Addressing the gender dimension will
contribute to the scieniic quality and societal relevance
of the produced knowledge, technology and innovaion.

Moreover, applicants to Horizon 2020 are encouraged
to promote equal opportuniies in the implementaion
of the acion and to ensure a paricipaion of
women and men at all levels in research and innovaion
teams and in management structures. Therefore, gender
proporion among the personnel working in the proposal
that will be primarily responsible for carrying out the research and/or innovaion aciviies can also be highlighted
(% of female or male researchers, administraive staf in
the project etc). You might use a graph to show gender
presence and numbers of male or female paients involved, and also menion the age range you will target.
Explain the reason why a certain number of males and
females will be included in the study’s aciviies, etc. and
if this proporion has been determined by some background staisics.

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
The inclusion of women and men in clinical trials improves the generalisability of research indings and is
essenial to ensure that women and men beneit equally
from research. The herein proposed clinical trial AD-Project will include women and men at the age of 55 to 75
according to the demographic distribuion of AD which in
general afects more women than men.

Furthermore, within AD-Project, the gender balance is
fairly equal with the assurance that individual researchers
were chosen based on their experise in the ields of Alzheimer’s Disease, clinical trial development and management, legal and ethics experise. When appoining scienific personnel within the context of the AD-Project project,
the Consorium Partners will strive to ensure gender equality and that there is no gender discriminaion.
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1.4

Ambition
•

Describe the advance your proposal would provide beyond the state-of-the-art, and the extent the
proposed work is ambitious. Your answer could refer to the ground-breaking nature of the objectives,
concepts involved, issues and problems to be addressed, and approaches and methods to be used.

•

Describe the innovation potential which the proposal represents. Where relevant, refer to products
and services already available on the market. Please refer to the results of any patent search carried out.

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 1.4 Ambition

In this secion you need to clarify for the evaluators your “value proposiion”, i.e., descripion of the ofer
described in terms of beneits for the users. To do this
eiciently you need to deine, in primis, who are the end
users. That would make the rest of the secion a lot more
concrete.
The beneit to the end users must be described compared
to the best available soluion that exists on the market
and not only compared to the absence of any soluion.
This will require discussion and brainstorming among all
proposal partners as the value proposiion should differeniate favourably your soluion from compeiion or
state of the art. Please also menion complementary projects (European, EU funded, or internaional) you plan to
work with or menion the synergies with them that you
plan to build.
KEY QUESTIONS to clarify your ambition:

?

What are the market needs in your ield?

?

Do you know them irst-hand (from an end user or
future customer for your technology)?

?

Are they currently parially met, or totally unmet?

?

What is your ambiion, in terms of meeing the
market needs?

?

What is your ofer to the end user; how would an
end user beneit from your technology?

?

How much is your technology beter (faster,
cheaper, more reliable, more eicient, with less
unwanted efects etc.) than the exising one?

Compare not only on a technological basis, but also mostly on how the problem is addressed today. Please be as
speciic as possible/necessary, even if you need to extrapolate exising research results in terms of esimaing
future parameters.
To clarify and summarise your ambiion you might use
such a table:
State of the art

ambiion

How do you
achieve the
progress

1...
2...
3...
In this secion you might add a brief SWOT analysis or just
use this technique to deine/reine your ambiion to the
purpose of idenifying and specifying Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportuniies, and Threats (SWOT) for the proposed project. All those can be interconnected.

Organise a brain storming among all main project partners hearing the views of academics, clinical partners,
SMEs, large enterprises, end-users etc.

Think big!
EU funds aim to improve the life of all citizens and your project
should show how it will have a role in this change!

- 14 -
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ANNOTATION

A SWOT technique could help you to clarify the following
elements:
Strenghts
(e.g., patents available; established
network with relevant companies; successful tests
already carried out...)
Weaknesses (e.g., no real demonstraion of the
efeciveness of the method; shortage of resources –
both human and inancials...)
(e.g., things that work/may work in
your favour: upcoming stricter regulaions favouring
your product; growing dissaisfacion with the quality
of exising products...)
Threats (e.g., things that work/may work against you:
very diverse audiences, with diverse needs; access to
public insurance may be necessary, thus it takes ime
which can create delays in the achievement of your
results...)

Remember that in this secion you can also show that the
consorium is aware of informaion available (ex
ising patents, duraion, value etc). Using patent informaion before funding/conducing research can increase the
value of research and the opportuniies for uilisaion. This
is a criical source of informaion that should be used by
researchers and research funding agencies.

Show Intellectual Properties
available in the consortium
to increase your potential value
Finally, where possible, include a irst benchmarking
specifying improvement in performance, ease of use, costbeneit, etc. compared to alternaive soluions already
into the market. This informaion can be presented
independently, or be a part of your SWOT analysis.

How your project will differentiate
and/or complement other projects
or clusters of projects ?

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
The ambiion of the AD-Project project is to conirm the compound as the irst therapeuic disease-modifying agent of AD that targets the underlying cause of the
disease. This European RCT is iniiated and led by an SME
which has assembled a consorium of several renowned
European clinical AD researchers and diferent highly experienced, specialised European SMEs. The assembled consorium thereby combines complementary experise in the
ields of AD biomarker, imaging and cogniive tesing with
health economics, disseminaion and exploitaion.
The AD-Project has a strong innovaion potenial because
we aim to shed further light on the use of biomarkers for
early diagnosis and for monitoring disease progression including PET imaging and blood-based biomarkers. These
biomarker-based procedures should be further established
as conclusive predicive tools in clinical trials to disinguish
responders from non-responders or to monitor efeciveness as well as future clinical trial drugs for AD.
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2.

Impact
ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Section 2. Impact

The evaluators will pay paricular atenion to
the ‘Impact’ criterion and they will evaluate it to the extent to which project outputs will contribute to:

The secions 2.1, 2.2 (a - b) in this chapter will give you the
chance to explain your project expected impact, your disseminaion, communicaion and exploitaion strategies.

t the expected impacts described in the H2020 call;
t enhancing capacity
and integraion of new

Impact touches several
environments,
not only Science

knowledge;

t strengthening the compeiiveness and growth of the
industrial partners by developing and delivering innovaions meeing market needs;

t other environmental or social impacts.

2.1

Expected impacts
Please be speciic, and provide only information that applies to the proposal and its objectives. Wherever possible, use
quantiied indicators and targets.

Describe how your project will contribute to:
•

the expected impacts set out in the work programme, under the relevant topic;

•

improving innovation capacity and the integration of new knowledge (strengthening the competitiveness
and growth of companies by developing innovations meeting the needs of European and global markets;
and, where relevant, by delivering such innovations to the markets;

•

any other environmental and socially important impacts (if not already covered above).

•

Describe any barriers/obstacles, and any framework conditions (such as regulation and standards), that
may determine whether and to what extent the expected impacts will be achieved. (This should not include
any risk factors concerning implementation, as covered in section 3.2.)

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 2.1 Expected impact

Be specific on impact description!
As referenced above, the potenial impacts of the project
should be clearly detailed and highlight the improvement
for European compeiiveness. Make reference to what is
outlined in the work programme as “expected impacts”.
For example, in the context of improvements to the quality of life, acive ageing, and improvements in the eicien-

cy of health and care systems you can refer to potenial
savings for healthcare systems by reduces hospitalisaion
costs. You can and should highlight the beneits of your
method or ofering by referring to cost-efeciveness,
health economics and markeing strategies.

- 16 -
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ANNOTATION

Be and idenify indicators to measure the project
impact; your work should lead to quanitaive results. For
illustraive purposes, we present some suggested impacts
you could explore and develop in your project:

Discuss also how your project can lead to improved clinical
decisions and health outcomes and if the technology/service/product is extendable to other diseases (e.g., improvement in the percentage of early diagnosis of a disease).

Improved therapy/diagnosis/care
self-management and paient
sense of security
Paient
empowerment
or
improved family quality of life

Key Performance
Indicators

Assistance to the weaker classes
of the populaion
Reducion in care management costs

Define your indicators

Improved paient-health professional interacion
System replicaion
Going deeper in the impact you want to create there is a
need to assess several aspects. We suggest you go through
these KEY QUESTIONS:

?
?

?

What would be the changes brought by introducing
your innovaion on the market?
What is the expected growth potenial of your
soluion in terms of turnover, employment, market
size, IP management, sales, return on investment
and proit, etc.?
What are the esimated funding requirements to
reach the market?

You could create a scale of impact, staring from:

t the scieniic impact on the researchers working in your
ield (e.g., deine the scieniic journals that you plan to
publish this work on, as well as a imeline for this);

t the SMEs working in the related technological ield,
menioning what is the socio-economic impact for the
healthcare systems or in general on the inal users/paients (e.g., how many paients/doctors/hospitals your
project may be able to help);

t and inally consider any evoluion on the regulatory
framework that your project market might beneit from
or even put in a risky situaion (e.g., upcoming regulaion making mandatory use of products similar to the
output of your project).

Discuss your impact on the related stakeholders. For example, why are they involved? How they will beneit from
your innovaion? And how they can support you?
E.g., if local authoriies are interested in assising ageing
people communiies, consequently, your innovaion might
be of interest for these authoriies and they might be keen
on supporing you.

standardisation
Remember that contribuions to technical standards are
also an impact. Explain how your project will contribute to
technical standards, and which steps are already taken in
this direcion. For example, you could have a standardisaion body as part of your consorium or have partners involved in leading roles in naional standardisaion committees. (e.g., for each group diferent subjects have already
been ideniied and other will be ideniied during project
aciviies). Insering a table which contains the main sector, target groups, impact and indicators will help you to
clarify your work (see table below).
Last but not least:
Discuss how do you plan the coninuity of the project
once funding is over.
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ANNOTATION

Sector

Target Group

Impact

authoriies

Hospitals, regions, health
managers

Improved service, increased conidence in decision support
systems for disease/paient management and control of
expenditure

Healthcare

Caregivers, medical doctors,
paients, families

Improved self-management and management of diseases
and/or expenditure

Market

SMEs

New market, new customers

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
As menioned earlier, despite the global epidemic of AD, none of the AD treatments available today
slows or stops the malfuncion and death of neurons in
the brain that cause AD and eventually make it fatal. In
2010, the Alzheimer’s Associaion projected that the potenial impact of a treatment breakthrough in 2015 that
could slow the progression of AD would result in:

t The number of AD paients in the severe stage which require signiicant care would drop dramaically from 42%
to 18% by 2020;

t More AD paients will be living in the mild stage of the
disease (56%) than they would without a treatment
breakthrough (28%);

The expected results from the AD-Project project is to
provide Proof of Concept for the compound as diseasemodifying and to pave the way for phase III RCT´s that
along with planned Market Access aciviies would result
in its fast future implementaion as treatment of AD. As
described above, such a therapeuic advance would have
a signiicant impact on the global and European health
and social care burden of this neurodegeneraive disorder.
Thus, the study has the potenial impact to not only improve the health of future generaions of European ciizens, but also reduce the burgeoning healthcare costs on
demenia care.

t Once AD paients transiioned to the moderate stage,
they would remain in that stage about ive imes longer
than they do now;

t All of the above would substanially reduce the costs of
care by 30% and the total costs to all payers by 17%;
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2.2

Measures to maximise impact
a) Dissemination and exploitation of results
Provide a draft ‘plan for the dissemination and exploitation of the project’s results’ (unless the work
programme topic explicitly states that such a plan is not required). For Innovation actions describe a credible
path to deliver the innovations to the market. The plan, which should be proportionate to the scale of the
project, should contain measures to be implemented both during and after the project.
Dissemination and exploitation measures should address the full range of potential users and uses including
research, commercial, investment, social, environmental, policy making, setting standards, skills and
educational training.
The approach to innovation should be as comprehensive as possible, and must be tailored to the speciic
technical, market and organisational issues to be addressed.

• Explain how the proposed measures will help to achieve the expected impact of the project. Include a
business plan where relevant.
• Where relevant, include information on how the participants will manage the research data generated
and/or collected during the project, in particular addressing the following issues:2
- What types of data will the project generate/collect?
- What standards will be used?
- How will this data be exploited and/or shared/made accessible for veriication and re-use?
If data cannot be made available, explain why.
- How will this data be curated and preserved?
You will need an appropriate consortium agreement to manage (amongst other things) the ownership and
access to key knowledge (IPR, data etc.). Where relevant, these will allow you, collectively and individually, to
pursue market opportunities arising from the project’s results.
The appropriate structure of the consortium to support exploitation is addressed in section 3.3.

• Outline the strategy for knowledge management and protection. Include measures to provide open access
(free on-line access, such as the ‘green’ or ‘gold’ model) to peer-reviewed scientiic publications which
might result from the project3.
Open access publishing (also called ‘gold’ open access) means that an article is immediately provided in open
access mode by the scientiic publisher. The associated costs are usually shifted away from readers, and instead
(for example) to the university or research institute to which the researcher is afiliated, or to the funding
agency supporting the research.
Self-archiving (also called ‘green’ open access) means that the published article or the inal peer-reviewed manuscript is
archived by the researcher - or a representative - in an online repository before, after or alongside its publication. Access
to this article is often - but not necessarily - delayed (‘embargo period’), as some scientiic publishers may wish to
recoup their investment by selling subscriptions and charging pay-per-download/view fees during an exclusivity period.

2

For further guidance on research data management, please refer to the H2020 Online Manual on the Paricipant Portal.

Open access must be granted to all scieniic publicaions resuling from Horizon 2020 acions. Further guidance on open access is available in the
H2020 Online Manual on the Paricipant Portal.

3
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ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 2.2 a) Dissemination and Exploitation

The terms “exploitaion” and “disseminaion”
are deined under the Horizon 2020 Rules for Paricipaion as follows:

t Exploitaion “means the use of results in further research aciviies other than those covered by the acion
concerned, or in developing, creaing and markeing a
product or process, or in creaing and providing a service, or in standardisaion aciviies”;

t Disseminaion “means the public disclosure of the re-

Remember: the more speciic you are about this commercialisaion path, the higher is your credibility.
If possible, explain your numbers and esimaions bottom-up (e.g., “the market for our product is 100 people.
Of those, we can access 70. As our soluion is superior to
compeiion, we expect to get at least 35 of these people
as customers. 35*price=revenues) and not top-down (“we
want to conquer 1.78% of the world market of XYZ capturing revenues of … million”).

sults by any appropriate means (other than resuling
from protecing or exploiing the results), including by
scieniic publicaions in any medium”.
We will focus our recommendaions on exploitaion issues.
The exploitaion of the project results should be an acivity that starts at the beginning of the project and it is important that it is proporionate to the project scale; it is
an issue that requires a clear strategy from the beginning
and is given frequent atenion during the lifeime of the
project. It is considered good pracice to propose the exploitaion plan, “Plan for the Exploitaion and Disseminaion and Exploitaion of Results” at the beginning of the
project and update it throughout the project implementaion, including the plan for the consorium as a whole, and
for each individual partner.

If you ofer the evaluators a irst glance on the market
analysis, you might use the “5 Cs”; Company, Customers,
Compeitors (these must be deined in terms of consumers’ needs, not in terms of technology), Collaborators,
Context.

Ownership distribuion of project results is strictly related
to exploitaion and is key for its sustainability and its potenial commercial exploitaion. The staring point for the
deiniion of results ownership will be the drating of a list
containing expected exploitable results and the related
ideniicaion of background informaion that allowed the
successful development of each single project phase (especially in Innovaion Acions).
This secion should contain a clear plan for post-project
translaion to market, market entry and commercial viability, together with strategies for tackling market entry
barriers. The exploitaion strategy must be sound!
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ANNOTATION

EY QUESTIONS to emphasise your exploitaion strategy:

?

How you will deliver your innovaion to the market?

?

Is the partner bringing your innovaion to the
market already part of the consorium?

?

If not, do you already know possible candidates?

?

How will the interested partner get access to the
technology (own Intellectual Property, licensing,
acquiring IP)?

?

When will the partner get access to the technology
and how will other partners contribute later on?

?

Who are your customers?

?

What is your sales strategy, i.e. how do you deliver
the ofer to customers?

?

Development strategy, i.e. what are the main steps
of expansion?

?

?

Health-2-Market has included in this
template a business plan executive
summary and a WP example on
Dissemination and Exploitation

Communicaion strategy, i.e. how do you promote
and create the awareness of the market as regards
the ofer?
Do you want to create a new unit to bring your
innovaion to the market (start-up, spin-of
company)? Why would you want to do so? Is there
a team already in place to do this?

Marketing &
Sales Strategy

Evaluate the go to market strategy carefully – explain which
factors will be taken into account in the decision making
process. Make sure, that all the necessary IP needed for
a marketable soluion is available at non-prohibiing cost.
This includes background Intellectual Property (IP) already
exising as well as results you plan on creaing.
Supplement your expected project results and
exploitaion with igures and tables! Please, note that
“tradiional” kind of expenses like patent ilings, licences
and royalies coninue to be eligible in Horizon 2020.

A detailed business plan is especially relevant for
Innovaion Acions, i.e. projects with high Technology
Readiness Level (TRL). However, a business plan for
Research and Innovaion Acions, in less detailed form,
will help your proposal by demonstraing that you have a
clear idea about the exploitaion routes, risks, need for
private and public funding.
If the research is in its iniial stages, the risks will be bigger
and a business plan should account for them (e.g., that the
research does not produce the expected results, that the
results produced are too expensive to be marketed right
now, etc.).
If you do not already have a business plan, this represents
an opportunity to create one to beter understand
exploitaion issues such as market demand, intellectual
property ideniicaion and protecion, business models,
customer segments, markeing, and other topics. For
more informaion on creaing a business plan, you may
reference any number of resources online including
some that can be found through the H2M website and
the Guidebook “Innovaion Strategy in R&D projects”.
htp://www.health2market.eu/results/step-by-step-guide
In addiion to the example below, we have included in
the Appendix 2 an example of a business plan execuive
summary, and in the Appendix 3 examples of work
packages that address disseminaion and exploitaion of
results, as well as preparaion of market authorisaion
and market access.
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ANNOTATION

Successful
Business

Protection

Intellectual
Property
Application

Creation

For a commercialisaion of your technology
with an opimal inancial return for you, your organisaion,
or the commercialising partner organisaion, protecion
of IP (intellectual property = knowledge, technologies,
procedures, processes,…) is essenial. If you have a patent,
menion it and explain what it covers and where. Outline
both the IP you expect to be generated during the project
and the ways you want to protect it. Consider that there
are other opions as the ubiquitous patent like uility
patents, trade secrets or speciic protecion opions
plant breeders’ rights and integrated circuit layout design
protecion.

Think of a coherent strategy to protect your IP or explain,
why IP protecion is not necessary or not part of your
exploitaion model (e.g., open source models). Involve
the partners most closely that are closest to the market
and to the end user applicaion you have in mind. Your
IP protecion strategy should be clearly linked to your
exploitaion strategy. These aspects shall be further
detailed into the Consorium Agreement and they may be
needed to be updated throughout the project duraion.
Explain the regulatory and/or standard requirements to
be fulilled for the exploitaion of the technology/product/
soluion or concept: how they are to be met.
Regarding scieniic publicaions, remember that open
access is mandatory in Horizon 2020 projects, and it can
be costly, depending on the journal (1000-1500 EUR per
publicaion is not an excepion). Indicate measures to
provide open access, and plan relevant costs, if any!

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
For this project to fully realise its beneit for
people in Europe with AD and other key stakeholders, the
AD-Project project will ensure that the potenial beneit
of this novel disease-modifying compound is maximised.
This will be accomplished through early involvement of
Competent Authoriies (Regulators) as outlined in the
objecives and WP7 dedicated to “Preparaion of Market
Authorisaion and Market Access”.
We aim to establish early communicaion with Regulators
and Market Access insituions on the naional and European level to obtain joint and/or parallel scieniic advice
respecively on putaive comparators and further outcome

parameters for both Market Authorisaion and Market Access. This strategy will include immediate negociaions
with the EMA and/or Naional Competent Authority and
Market Access insituions to establish the AD-Project as
a pivotal clinical trial. Some iniial discussions are already
happening. In addiion we will evaluate the Market Access
environment followed by the development of a preliminary plan to support and prepare for the commercialisaion of the compound in the European market. This will
ensure that future commercialisaion will bring this therapy to AD paients without delay and reimbursed.
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b) Communication activities
Describe the proposed communication measures for promoting the project and its indings during the period
of the grant. Measures should be proportionate to the scale of the project, with clear objectives. They should
be tailored to the needs of various audiences, including groups beyond the project’s own community. Where
relevant, include measures for public/societal engagement on issues related to the project.
ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 2.2 b) Communication Activities

Under Horizon 2020, you have a general obligaion to “promote the acion and its results.” The communicaion aciviies to be undertaken during the acion’s
lifeime must already be part of the proposal (either as a
speciic work package for communicaion or by including
them as a task in another work package, depending on the
size of the project and the resources you need to invest
on this). They are taken into consideraion as part of the
evaluaion of the criterion ‘Impact’.
The communicaion aciviies must be planned and implemented from the outset (and coninue throughout the
enire acion), with a comprehensive communicaion plan
that deines clear objecives (adapted to various relevant
target audiences) and sets out a concrete planning for the
communicaion aciviies including a descripion and iming for each acivity.

A good strategy should:

t start at the outset of the acion and coninue throughout its enire lifeime;

t be strategically planned and not just be ad-hoc eforts;
t use the right medium and means;
t idenify and set clear and measurable communicaion
objecives (e.g., have inal and intermediate communicaion aims been speciied? What impact is intended?
What reacion or change is expected from the target
audience?);

t be targeted and adapted to audiences that go beyond
the project’s own community including the media and
the public (e.g., is each target audience a relaively homogenous group of people? Can the target audience
help the acion achieve its objecives?).
An overview of best pracices and a checklist on how acions can build a communicaion strategy is available in
the H2020 Online Manual.

EXAMPLE: “AD-Project”
Disseminaion is considered a key factor to the
success of the AD-Project project. The project has a work
package dedicated to “Disseminaion, communicaion and
exploitaion”. The work package leader is Company XYZ.
Company XYZ is a European-wide well-known manager of
cross-organisaional projects as well as process moderator for the iniialisaion and implementaion of pilot acions between public research organisaions and business
companies. This partner already works closely together
with the consorium to implement a common strategy.

It will consist of ongoing aciviies involving all partners
aimed at increasing project awareness both in the scieniic community and other target user groups (e.g. paient
organisaions, industry) that can beneit from the results
of the project. The most appropriate channels to disseminate project results have been chosen by the consorium
to present the research work and to inform stakeholders
during and ater the project end.
See Appendix 3 for example of the work package “Disseminaion and exploitaion”.
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3.

Implementation

3.1

Work plan — Work packages, deliverables and milestones
Please provide the following:
• brief presentation of the overall structure of the work plan;
• timing of the different work packages and their components (Gantt chart or similar);
• detailed work description, i.e.:
- a description of each work package (table 3.1a);
- a list of work packages (table 3.1b);
- a list of major deliverables (table 3.1c);
• graphical presentation of the components showing how they inter-relate (Pert chart or similar).
Give full details. Base your account on the logical structure of the project and the stages in which it is to
be carried out. Include details of the resources to be allocated to each work package. The number of work
packages should be proportionate to the scale and complexity of the project.
You should give enough detail in each work package to justify the proposed resources to be allocated and also
quantiied information so that progress can be monitored, including by the Commission.
You are advised to include a distinct work package on ‘management’ (see section 3.2) and to give due visibility
in the work plan to ‘dissemination and exploitation’ and ‘communication activities’, either with distinct tasks
or distinct work packages.
You will be required to include an updated (or conirmed) ‘plan for the dissemination and exploitation of results’
in both the periodic and inal reports. (This does not apply to topics where a draft plan was not required.) This
should include a record of activities related to dissemination and exploitation that have been undertaken and
those still planned. A report of completed and planned communication activities will also be required.
If your project is taking part in the Pilot on Open Research Data4, you must include a ‘data management plan’
as a distinct deliverable within the irst 6 months of the project. A template for such a plan is given in the
guidelines on data management in the H2020 Online Manual. This deliverable will evolve during the lifetime
of the project in order to present the status of the project’s relections on data management.

Deinitions:
‘Work package’ means a major sub-division of the proposed project.
‘Deliverable’ means a distinct output of the project, meaningful in terms of the project’s overall objectives
and constituted by a report, a document, a technical diagram, a software etc.
‘Milestones’ means control points in the project that help to chart progress. Milestones may correspond to
the completion of a key deliverable, allowing the next phase of the work to begin. They may also be needed
at intermediary points so that, if problems have arisen, corrective measures can be taken. A milestone may
be a critical decision point in the project where, for example, the consortium must decide which of several
technologies to adopt for further development.

Certain acions under Horizon 2020 paricipate in the ‘Pilot on Open Research Data in Horizon 2020’. All other acions can paricipate on a voluntary
basis to this pilot. Further guidance is available in the H2020 Online Manual on the Paricipant Portal.

4
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3.2

Management structure and procedures
• Describe the organisational structure and the decision-making (including a list of milestones (table 3.2a))
• Explain why the organisational structure and decision-making mechanisms are appropriate to the
complexity and scale of the project.
• Describe, where relevant, how effective innovation management will be addressed in the management
structure and work plan.
Innovation management is a process which requires an understanding of both market and technical problems, with a
goal of successfully implementing appropriate creative ideas. A new or improved product, service or process is its typical
output. It also allows a consortium to respond to an external or internal opportunity.

• Describe any critical risks, relating to project implementation, that the stated project’s objectives may
not be achieved. Detail any risk mitigation measures. Please provide a table with critical risks identiied
and mitigating actions (table 3.2b)

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 3.2 Management structure and procedures

Management
(IM) should be ideally
interconnected with the management structure of the project; in principle, a deiniion for an Innovaion Management system is the following:
IM systems can be described as structured and
regularly praciced ways of running organisaional aciviies contribuing to its innovaiveness capacity and performance, including
organisaional structure, responsibiliies,
procedures, pracices, aciviies and resources needed for the development, implementaion, achievement and maintenance of
organisaional policies and objecives.5

Context of the organisaion
Organisaion
Leadership for innovaion
Innovaion strategy
Enabling factors

Innovaion Management
techniques

Innovaion Process
Ideas

Idea
Mangt

Devlp
of
projects

Protect
&
Exploit

Planning

The skills required to manage innovaion efecively difer from general management principles
as it demands that managers match technical experise
with sot skills. To promote creaivity, areas such as technology and project management are in need of integraion
with people management, plus managers need to be alert
about risk management!6
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ANNOTATION

In a collaboraive project of Horizon 2020 it is advisable
to appoint an and innovaion manager to be
part of the management structure, undertaking the main
exploitaion aciviies of the project. This manager is also
aimed to support the (industrial) partners in seing up
their individual business plans, while in cooperaion with
the Project Commitee will handle IPR related issues.

Name this specialist, along with some of his/her/its
greater accomplishments in the area. Simply menioning “our university also has a tech transfer department
which will take care of…” doesn’t reinforce the project
innovaion potenial. Instead, it is advisable to take care
of it and specify how partners will work on commercial
exploitaion during the project and how you manage the
process. Include a budget being able to support this and
make it at least a task, or even beter a work package on
innovaion management. Menion procedures on how
to manage IP and how to deal with conlicts. Include deliverables and milestones with regard to innovaion process and enforce them.

5

t Ideally, the partner in charge of innovaion management also has a commercial interest in the technology
geing successfully commercialised. It’s important that
the innovaion manager works hand-in-hand with the
project coordinator.

t Summarise the main hurdles and main risks to be mastered during the project implementaion. Consider, for
example, technological risk, human risk, inancial risk,
acceptaion by the market, regulaions, iming to market... Indicate risks, their probability, the responses in
case the risk should occur and the coningency plan. Remember that the evaluators are probably experts in the
area, so they know the risks even if you don’t menion
them. So your best strategy is to show that you know
the risks, and are prepared to face them.

t In some cases, it might be of added value for the man-

Tang 2003 - 6 Goin e Mitchell 2005
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agement structure of your project, especially in Innovaion Acions, to create an IPR-Exploitaion Board to
deal with IPR and exploitaion issues and to report to
the Execuive Board (composed by work package leaders), General Assembly (where all beneiciaries are represented) or other project management bodies. If you
plan such IPR-E Board, explain briely its funcions and
composiion.
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3.3

Consortium as a whole
The individual members of the consortium are described in a separate section 4. There is no need to repeat that
information here.

• Describe the consortium. How will it match the project’s objectives? How do the members complement
one another (and cover the value chain, where appropriate)? In what way does each of them contribute
to the project? How will they be able to work effectively together?
• If applicable, describe the industrial/commercial involvement in the project to ensure exploitation of the
results and explain why this is consistent with and will help to achieve the speciic measures which are
proposed for exploitation of the results of the project (see section 2.3).
• Other countries: If one or more of the participants requesting EU funding is based in a country that is
not automatically eligible for such funding (entities from Member States of the EU, from Associated
Countries and from one of the countries in the exhaustive list included in General Annex A of the work
programme are automatically eligible for EU funding), explain why the participation of the entity in
question is essential to carrying out the project

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Subsection 3.3 Consortium as a whole

In this secion the composiion of the consorium
will be included.
It is suggested to explain and emphasise in this secion 3.3
the involvement of each partner in the exploitaion and
disseminaion aciviies.

EY QUESTIONS to emphasise who in your consorium
will take care of innovaion/exploitaion/IPR:

?

What they will do in terms of innovaion/
exploitaion?

?

Who will be the innovaion manager?

?

Who will deal with Intellectual Property?

?

Who will deal with market analysis?

?

Who will deal with consumer needs?

?

Who will deal with communicaing to health care
organisaions, paients, clients, companies? etc.

You could include a graph which shows the consorium
experises divided by aciviies.
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3.4

Resources to be committed
Please make sure the information in this section matches the costs as stated in the budget table in section 3 of the
administrative proposal forms, and the number of person/months, shown in the detailed work package descriptions.

Please provide the following:
• a table showing number of person/months required (table 3.4a);
• a table showing ‘other direct costs’ (table 3.4b) for participants where those costs exceed 15% of the
personnel costs (according to the budget table in section 3 of the administrative proposal forms).

ANNOTATION

EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS for Sub-Section 3.4 Resources to be committed

Remember to plan and allocate resources not
only for “personnel costs” speciically for exploitaion
and disseminaion aciviies, but also allocate “other
direct costs” related to the exploitaion and disseminaion
aciviies. These costs can be necessary in case:

t you need to purchase data for market analysis
t plan to ile patents
t you need to publish
t you need to paricipate to Internaional Congresses
or technology market places / brokerage events or
investors forums
This might require signiicant costs so please carefully
evaluate what you will need in advance!

Hoping you will take advantage of the suggestions we elaborated, we thank you for having read the
ARIaT and we encourage you to consult the different official sources of information which European
Commission has granted. These sources – as well as other useful materials - are listed below.
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Relevant useful materials
Horizon 2020 Participant portal

Health Competence

htp://ec.europa.eu/research/paricipants/portal/desktop/
en/home.html

This website includes all projects related to life science and
health supported by the European Commission since 2004.
It gives visibility to organisaions and scienists involved in
these projects and, together with interacive search devices,
facilitates the ideniicaion of potenial collaboraion
partners and the set up of partnerships between academia
and industry in health research. Health Competence will also
progressively give access to the research results in terms of
technology ofers, patents and publicaions.
http://www.healthcompetence.eu/converis/publicweb/
area/1353

Research and Innovation Actions template
(Horizon 2020)
htp://ec.europa.eu/research/paricipants/data/ref/h2020/
call_ptef/pt/h2020-call-pt-ria-ia_en.pdf

Health-2-Market project materials and results:
htp://health2market.eu/results/

A step by step guide “Innovation Strategy in R&D
projects”:
the guide explains why and when the innovaion strategy is
required in R&D projects, and how it should be developed
and implemented. The guide consists of several independent
chapters: (1) Key aspects of innovaion strategy; (2) Innovaion
strategy preparaion; (3) Innovaion strategy implementaion
step by step (commercialisaion routes and business models,
Intellectual Assets and Intellectual Property, Business Plan,
Markeing Strategy, Financing, EU legislaion, standardisaion
and ceriicaion issues); (4) Innovaion strategy follow up
and evaluaion. Concrete, real life examples are provided to
illustrate each topic, along with FAQs, important points to
remember and other learning tools. The guide is relevant
to R&D praciioners working either on collaboraive R&D
projects, or in company internal projects, and aiming to bring
research results to market.
htp://www.health2market.eu/results/step-by-step-guide

MOOC on “Roadmap to Entrepreneurial Mindset and
Toolkit”, available on Udemy
A MOOC (massive open online course) developed by SKEMA
Business School in Health-2-Market project. Although the
course has been developed with a health sciences focus, it
is open to any researcher, coach and professional interested
in grasping a beter understanding of business opportunity
development in the life sciences environment. The course
provides an integrated and systemic toolkit, that SKEMA
Business School has tested on many projects over the past
15 years in postgraduate and execuive programs, which
includes: (1) Building the scope of the project with ISMA
360; (2) Designing the business model; (3) The business plan;
(4) Working out your inancial objecives; (5) Checking your
business plan for the pitch.
htps://www.udemy.com/entrepreneurial-mindset-and-toolkit/

Fit For Health 2.0
Fit for Health 2.0 aims to promote and enhance a sustainable
paricipaion of European industry in the health-related
sector of Horizon 2020 (H2020). This EC-funded project
ofers a set of cost-free courses, aciviies, methods and tools
corresponding to the innovaion cycle of an EU project, and
provides a lot of relevant resources.
htp://www.iforhealth.eu/

Fit for Health trainings on exploitation and knowledge
transfer
h t t p : / / w w w. f i t f o r h e a l t h . e u / t r a i n i n g - c a l e n d a r /
upcoming/?target=Project+TTs

Health NCP NET 2.0
htp://www.healthncp.net/health-ncp-net-hnn-20
Health NCPs are individuals nominated by their governments
with the mandate to spread awareness, provide specialist
advice and on-the ground guidance on Health research
funding opportuniies within Horizon 2020 and ensuring
that the programme is readily accessible to all potenial
applicants. Health NCPs can guide anyone interested in
applying for European funding in health research to idenify
the right call, guide and support you through the diferent
stages of an applicaion.
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European IPR Helpdesk
The European IPR Helpdesk ofers free of charge, irst-line
support on IP and IPR maters to beneiciaries of EU funded
research projects and EU SMEs involved in transnaional
partnership agreements
htp://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/library

Fact sheet on “The Plan for the Exploitation and
Dissemination of Results in Horizon 2020”
h t t p s : / / w w w. i p r h e l p d e s k . e u /s i t e s / d e fa u l t / f i l e s /
newsdocuments/FS-Plan-for-the-exploitation-anddisseminaion-of-results_1.pdf

Fact sheet on “IP management in Horizon 2020:
grant preparation”
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/FS_IP_Management_H2020_
preparaion

Fact sheet on “IP management in Horizon 2020:
project implementation and conclusion”:
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/FS_IP_Management_H2020_
implementaion

Fact sheet on “IP Management in Horizon 2020:
project proposal”
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/FS_IP_Management_H2020_
proposal
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Appendices
APPENDIX 1 - Set of criteria for evaluators
Criterion 1 - Excellence

Criterion 2 - Impact

Current score: - / 5 ; Threshold 4; Weight 100% ; Priority 1

Current score: - / 5 ; Threshold 4; Weight 100% ; Priority 2

Your score: *

Your score: *

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Note: The following aspects will be taken into account,
to the extent that the proposed work corresponds to the
descripion in the work programme. If a proposal is
partly out of scope, this must be relected in the scoring,
and explained in the comments.

Note: The following aspects will be taken into account,
to the extent to which the outputs of the project should
contribute at the European and/or internaional level:
• The expected impacts listed in the work programme under the relevant topic

• Clarity and perinence of the objecives

• Enhancing innovaion capacity and integraion of new
knowledge

• Credibility of the proposed approach
• Soundness of the concept, including trans-disciplinary
consideraions, where relevant
• Extent that proposed work is ambiious, has innovaion potenial, and is beyond the state of the art (e.g.
ground-breaking objecives, novel concepts and approaches) *

• Strengthening the compeiiveness and growth of companies by developing innovaions meeing the needs of
European and global markets, and where relevant, by
delivering such innovaions to the markets
• Any other environmental and socially important impacts (not already covered above)
• Efeciveness of the proposed measures to exploit and
disseminate the project results (including management
of IPR), to communicate the project, and to manage research data where relevant*

Criterion 3 - Quality and eficiency of the implementation
Current score: - / 5 ; Threshold 3; Weight 100% ; Priority 3

Note: The following aspects will be taken into account:
• Coherence and efeciveness of the work plan, including
appropriateness of the allocaion of tasks and resources

Your score: *

1

2

3

4

5

• Complementarity of the paricipants within the consorium (when relevant)
• Appropriateness of the management structures and procedures, including risk and innovaion management *
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APPENDIX 2 - Example of a business plan executive summary
Business Plan – the AD-Project Company
Executive Summary
Business Descripion: Although the AD-Project Company has
already embarked in several projects to develop diagnosics for
autoimmune and neurodegeneraive diseases like Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD), the Company’s current focus is mainly based on
development of the compound as a therapeuic for AD.
Product Descripion: The compound has been thoroughly
tested in vitro and in animal trials for Alzheimer’s Disease.
The results have been very well published in peer reviewed
journals and discussed by leading experts and opinion leaders
in key forums.
The discovery and development of new medicines is essenial
to address the unmet needs of our most challenging
and devastaing diseases. This is paricularly true for
Alzheimer’s Disease, where the development of innovaive
new medicines to prevent or slow the disease’s onset and
progression will have a profound impact on the lives of
millions of people who face it today and in the future.
Market Opportunity: Alzheimer`s Disease is by far the most
common demenia of later life and the leading cause of disability and death in the aged populaion. According to the
World Health Organisaion it afects 36 million people worldwide(1). Due to demographic changes an esimated number
of 115 million people worldwide will be sufering from AD by
2050. Accordingly, current and especially future health care
systems are faced with tremendous costs. In 2010, the global
economic impact of AD and other demenias was US$604
billion(2). There is a tentaive esimate of an 85% increase in
costs to 2030. Despite its public health importance and recent advances in understanding its molecular pathology, no
disease-modifying drug exists up to date that can halt or at
least slow down the progression of AD. Present treatment
strategies only provide minimal short-term beneit due to
limited symptomaic treatment without targeing the underlying mechanism of AD. Owing to its putaive causaive role in
AD, amyloid β (Aβ) has become a primary target for diseasemodifying therapeuics of AD. However eforts to develop
causal therapies have so far been unsuccessful.
Compeiive Analysis:
Currently, there are no AD medicaions on the market that can
stop or signiicantly slow the disease from progressing. The
presently available drugs for the treatment of AD (cholinesterase inhibitors (AChE-I) and memanine, a non-compeiive
N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist) only ofer minimal
symptomaic relief without addressing the underlying cause of

AD. AChE-I and memanine can cause severe side efects and,
if efecive, alleviate disease symptoms up to 6–12 months
only in paients with mild to moderate AD (3, 4). However, most
paients respond poorly or not at all to the therapy. There is
no convincing evidence for an efect on disease progression of
these drugs (5, 6). Thus, there is clearly a great unmet need for
new therapies that target the underlying cause of AD, reverse
symptoms, or prevent AD completely.
Several putaive disease-modifying drugs developed to reduce β-amyloid (Aβ) producion, to prevent Aβ aggregaion, to
promote Aβ clearance, or targeing other pathological mechanisms are under development, but so far none has demonstrated eicacy in phase III trials (6). Passive immunotherapy
with monoclonal anibodies against Aβ are in late clinical development but phase III clinical trials with Bapineuzumab and
Solanezumab failed to show an improvement or stabilisaion
of cogniion or funcion. Other trials invesigaing diferent
monoclonal anibodies are ongoing (5-7). Up to now no drug for
the disease-modifying treatment of AD has been approved.
This represents an urgent unmet need resuling in clinical, social, and economic challenge.
Company Status and Milestones: The Company has succeeded in skipping phase I clinical trials based on the historical data of the present indicaion of the compound. With the
described planned Proof-of-Concept clinical trial in mind, the
next milestone will be to complete the actual RCT. Subsequent
milestones include securing funding for planned phase IIa/b
“clinical trial with public grants or in closing a milestone based
agreement with Pharmaceuical Industries for the development of the next phases.
References
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APPENDIX 3 - Example of work packages addressing dissemination and exploitation of
results, as well as preparation of market authorisation and market access
Work package number

6

Work package title

Disseminaion and exploitaion

Start Date or Starting Event

Month 1

Participant number
Short name of participant
Person/months per participant:

Objectives
The main objecives of this work package are:
• to deine and update the project disseminaion plan including communicaion strategies and concrete aciviies
to spread and promote the project outcomes within the
scieniic and medical communiies as well as to a wider
public and to create awareness on the subject (i.e. individuals, paient organisaions, regulatory bodies);
• to conduct outreach to main industry stakeholders (i.e.
Pharma, Medical Technology and Medical Imaging), in the
EU Member States and Associated Countries in order to
seek interested partners and/or addiional private/public
funding for possible Market Access/entry phase
• to develop an exploitaion plan for the commercial valorisaion of the project outcomes including strategies for
Markeing authorisaion and Market Access

Description of work
The work is divided into three tasks:
6.1

Set-up communicaion
and disseminaion aciviies

To widely disseminate the project concept, developments
and results to the general public as well as the scieniic and
medical community, we are using efecive communicaion
means and strategies as follows:
• Creaion of a project communicaion and disseminaion
plan, outlining the process of disseminaion planned for
AD-Project, including the development of supporive communicaion tools;
• Development of a project brand idenity, e.g. project logo,
to reinforce the project’s external image, as well as setup
and maintenance of a user friendly AD-Project project
website. The website will be regularly updated with new
content and research indings; protected and internal informaion will be maintained within the project’s own
workspaces for exclusive use of the RCT sites and project
partners;

• Creaion and maintenance of an email distribuion list targeing AD relevant stakeholders, such as scieniic communiies, paient organisaions, regulatory bodies, industry
stakeholders, etc., to distribute e-newsleters;
• Preparaion of open access scieniic publicaions and aricles in peer-reviewed academic journals as well as lay
journals;
Task 6.2

Awareness rising and outreach to stakeholders

• The project partner will in liaison with the coordinator to
advise and provide support to aciviies targeted at raising awareness and promoing the projects visibility, especially to relevant stakeholders. The following aciviies are
planned:
• Presentaion of the project and its outcome to relevant
stakeholders, such as paient organisaions, naional and
EU demenia/aging iniiaives and networks (e.g. the AGE
Plaform Europe, the Joint Programming Iniiaive (JPI)
“More Years, Beter Lives”, etc.) as well as industry stakeholders (e.g. pharmaceuical companies etc.);
• Presentaions at naional and internaional conferences
in AD, demenia and neurodegeneraive disease such as
ICAD. This will help to promote the translaion of the research output of this project into clinical pracice and advance global health of AD paients;
• Iniiaion and organisaion of forums or workshop with relevant stakeholders in order to discuss the project as well
as general developments and prerequisites in the ield of
AD and demenia;
• Organisaion of press conferences with journalists for
widespread disseminaion of the project, its aciviies and
results;
• Organisaion of a inal disseminaion conference with all
partners to disseminate the project to the scieniic community and the public.
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6.3

Exploitaion and sustainability

In order to ensure sustainable use of project results, ADProject will develop an exploitaion plan at the early project
stages and coninuously check upon exploitable assets. The
sustainable use of the acivity developed and in paricular the
RCT results will be followed up closely. From the beginning of
the project, speciic atenion will be given to the protecion
and exploitaion of Intellectual Property of results derived
from project aciviies.

• Search for subsequent public and/or private funding
sources to conduct the subsequent clinical phase III trial
with the help of targeted investor materials; this includes
the search for
- Public funding sources;
- Industry partners in the pharmaceuical and diagnosic
sector to fund the enlarged clinical study or license the IP
generated by or incorporated in AD-Project;
- Innovaive public-private partnerships.

The following exploitaion aciviies are planned:
• Protecion of the outcomes and results of the AD-Project
clinical trial according to the signed cooperaion agreement as well as the development of a common exploitaion strategy on how to deal with unexpected results;

Deliverables
D6.1 Disseminaion plan (M3)
D6.2 Project web site (M6)
D6.3 Exploitaion and sustainability plan (iniial M3, inal M48)
D6.4 Targeted investor relaions materials (M36)

Work package number

7

Month 1

Work package title

Preparaion of Markeing Authorisaion and Market Access

Start Date or Starting Event

Participant number
Short name of participant
Person/months per participant:

Objectives
The main objecives of this work package are:
• to prepare for Markeing authorisaion and to analyse and
to evaluate the Market Access environment in the targeted European Markets as the basis for all product related
Market Access consideraions
• to develop a preliminary plan for Price Negoiaions and
Reimbursement of the compound in each targeted European Market

ject decisions. The work package leader will address the respecive Market Access topics and provide an iniial report
which forms the basis for subsequent discussions within the
steering and project teams. This will be paralleled by constant
environment scanning regarding key factors to idenify opportuniies and to reduce risks and uncertainies throughout
the project period as much as possible.
The work is divided in four tasks:
Task 7.1

Description of work
The leader of this WP is a well-known Market Access consulting company which strategically advises research driven companies on various indicaions. They will provide strategic and
operaional support ranging from strategic advice regarding
trial design (comparators, design, power) to stakeholder consultaion meeings and full service regarding management
and wriing of Early Beneit Assessment Dossiers. Addiionally, they will provide strategic input and support price negoiaion meeings and preparaion for the reimbursement
decisions and has been a consultant in various European projects regarding health care policy and Market Access issues.
The AD-Project team will ensure insights and an opimal informaion low to allow for imely input in subsequent pro-

Prepare Markeing Authorisaion through early
communicaion with Regulators and Market
Access insituions

In the light of the envisaged Markeing Authorisaion, it is
key to early and intensively consult with the Regulators and
the Market Access insituions with regard to the comparator
(gold standard) to be used in Phase III Clinical Trial(s). This
process will be iniiated in our target European country to obtain relevant scieniic advice and then will be extended to
EU (e.g. EMA and EUnetHTA) to obtain addiional scieniic
advice. To gain best possible understanding of the requirements of the naional regulatory insituions and Market Access insituions especially with regard to the requested and
accepted comparator(s) and ensuring that both Regulators
and HTAs are in agreement is one of the main tasks of regulatory and medical specialists in this task.
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Task 7.2

Market Access Environment Evaluaion

Analysis of Market Access Environment
The main task in the Market Access environment evaluaion is
idenifying, segmening and targeing the inluences on prescribers, paients and payers. However, the decision making
landscape has become very complex with muliple types of
stakeholders with intertwined relaionships. We will idenify
the European key stakeholders and understand their needs as
well as their relaionships with each other.

Informaion collected from the Market Access viewpoint will
include:
• Knowledge of healthcare systems in diferent countries
and the respecive regulaive requirements
• Ideniicaion and understanding of relevant stakeholders
in the markets
• Reimbursement status of current treatments and
restricions
• Understanding of disease management

In a irst step the WP leader will iniially analyse and evaluate
the naional health care systems of the EU Member States
targeted to provide an overview of the Market Access Environments.

• Relevant clinical evidence and unmet medical need(s)

In a second step the WP leader will analyse relevant Market
Access trends/upcoming changes in these systems, including
changes in Market Access regulaions.

• Overview of economic situaion of the cost/beneit and
budgetary impact of the compound

In a third step the WP leader will monitor and evaluate relevant
Market Access trends/ changes throughout the project phase.

In a second step, aciviies will be deined in order to handle
and address potenial deviaions and other criical issues with
regulators and the naional Market Access insituions.

Input for clinical development programmes:
WP leader will provide input regarding comparator products to be chosen in clinical development programmes from
a Market Access and reimbursement point of view by using
its own experise and by performing appropriate desktop research. In its role as a strategic consultant to many research
driven pharmaceuical companies, WP leader is well aware
of the diiculies in aligning complex (mulinaional) clinical
development programmes with naional or regional speciic
requirements as well as market access challenges, including
pricing and reimbursement issues.
The choice of comparator products has gained increasing importance for Market Access in the targeted countries over the
years as well. In Germany, for example, due to the AMNOGlegislaion (efecive January 1st, 2011) the choice of the adequate comparator in clinical development programmes is a
key element to consider, when preparing for opimal Market
Access of new drugs.
The development programme as it is currently planned will
allow to adequately and imely consider the respecive comparator treatments (gold standard, relevant comparaive
therapy when designing the study programmes. This is a signiicant advantage to many “tradiional” clinical development
programmes, thus avoiding diiculies in the beneit assessment ater the launch.
Task 7.3

• Number of paients (overall populaion, targeted
populaion, sub-populaions)
• Analysis of cost factors (medicaion, home care, therapy, etc.)

• Gap analysis

Task 7.4

Strategy
for
price
reimbursement approval

negoiaions

and

The successful development of a pricing and reimbursement
strategy (and its tacical elements) requires Market Access insights and a clear informaion on the results of the clinical development programme (eicacy, safety, sub-group beneits,
etc.) plus comprehensive understanding of the Market Access
environments.
The WP leader will elaborate on a P&R strategy alongside the
clinical development using predeined target scenarios for
the product proile as an iniial proxi. These scenarios will be
opimised when inal evidence is available.
The quesions addressed include:
• Reimbursement opportuniies and threats
• Pricing comparisons
• Development of a drat strategy
• GAP-Analysis

Develop preliminary plan for ensuring later
Market Access

In a irst step, based on the data collected and evaluated so far,
a strategy will be developed to ensure that the requirements
arriving from the regulators side and the requirements of the
naional Market Access insituions are known and understood.
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Deliverables (brief description and month of delivery)
7.1 Joint scieniic advice from Naional Health
Authority (M11)
7.2 Parallel scieniic advice from European Medicines
Agency and EUnetHTA (M19)
7.3 Market Access landscape overview report (M30)
7.4 Preliminary Market Access Plan (M36)
7.5 Preliminary pricing and reimbursement plan (M44)
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About the Health-2-Market project
Health-2-Market is a 3-year long Coordinaion and Support
Acion, funded by the Seventh Framework Programme of the
European Commission (Cooperaion programme – Health
theme, Grant Agreement No 305532), aiming at providing
training and individual support to health and life science researchers in the process of transforming their research results into successful new business ideas. The duraion of the
project was 36 months (September 2012 – August 2015).

A porfolio of high-level services, training acions and tools
were designed and ofered free of charge (some of them are
sill available), escalaing to address the needs of all potenial target groups (health/life science researchers, European
health research insitutes, Technology Transfer Organisaions, EU health-related companies and entrepreneurs,
health/life sciences European networks, NCPs, etc.) A brief
descripion of Health-2-Market services and assets developed during the project is presented below:

Health-2-Market trainings
17 Seminars and 7 academies free of charge for more than 600 participants
From October 2013 to July 2015, two types of trainings were
ofered free of charge by Health-2-Market: Weeklong highly
intensive internaional business academies and 1-2 days regional training seminars to highly moivated health/life sciences researchers, entrepreneurs and technology transfer
professionals on various topics. Several seminars were coorganised with or hosted by external partners such as higher educaion and research insituions, technology transfer
structures and private companies in the ield of health/life
sciences, without extra fee-payment. For more info, staisics,
tesimonials and photos please visit htp://www.health2market.eu/results/.

Health-2-Market seminars at a glance
17 seminars (including 1 webinar)
511 Participants
11 European cities
Stockholm (SE), Madrid (ES), Sophia- Antipolis (FR),
Thessaloniki (GR), Berlin (DE), Budapest (HU), Nicosia (CY),
Naples (IT), Athens (GR), Gothenburg (SE), New Castle (UK),
Braga (PT), Craiova (RO), Lisbon (PT), Rome (IT)

8 training topics
8 co-organisers/ hosts

t#BZFS)FBMUI$BSF1IBSNBDFVUJDBMT
t$ZQSVT*OTUJUVUFPG/FVSPMPHZBOE(FOFUJDT
t/BUJPOBM$BODFS*OTUJUVUF'POEB[JPOF(1BTDBMF
t)FMMFOJD1BTUFVS*OTUJUVUF
t35$/PSUI
t$SFBUJOH)FBMUI3FTFBSDIBOE*OOPWBUJPOGVOEJOH 
Institute of Health Sciences of the Universidade Catolica
Portuguesa
t4UBSUVQ#SBHB
t6OJWFSTJUZPG$SBJPWB 'BDVMUZPG1IZTJDBM&EVDBUJPOBOE
Sport, Kinetotherapy and Sport Medicine Department
(Kinetoterapy - MedicinaSportiva)

Health-2-Market academies at a glance
7 Academies
177 Participants
4 European cities
Sophia-Antipolis (FR), Gothenburg (SE), Madrid (ES), Rome (IT)

3 training topics

Health-2-Market e-learning courses on “bringing research to market”
A valuable e-training web-plaform was developed during the
project and it is available free of charge on htp://elearning.
health2market.eu/, providing knowledge on a broad range
of topics revolving around three themaic areas. E-learning
courses consitute a valuable tool for researchers, aspiring entrepreneurs and start-ups in the ield of health/life sciences

and an educaional opportunity for technology transfer oicers, incubators staf, etc. Up to now, more than 400 acive users beneit from Health-2-Market e-learning courses. E-learning courses are also accessible on smartphones –both IOS and
Android – through the free of charge mobile Health-2-Market
applicaion, available on Google Play and the Apple Store.
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Health-2-Market advanced servicesIndividually tailored commercialisation
services

Support tools for researchers and
entrepreneurs for Horizon 2020

A signiicant ofer of Health-2-Market was the provision of
twenty, free of charge advanced services which were individually tailored commercialisaion services to selected health
research projects to help researchers move their cases and
ideas a concrete step further towards successful commercialisaion. Eight diferent services were ofered, designed such
as to cover diferent phases in the process of commercialisaion of a research project. All cases were performed by experts of the Health-2-Market project consorium. For more
info and tesimonials, please visit htp://www.health2market.eu/results.

MOOC on “Roadmap to Entrepreneurial
Mind-set and Toolkit,” available on Udemy
In the aim of disseminaing the educaional and training
beneits of the Entrepreneurship and Business Planning Venture Academy (hosted by SKEMA Business School), a MOOC
(massive open online course) was developed that relects the
combinaion of both the Venture Academy curricula and the
Health-2-Market e-learning ofer: htps://www.udemy.com/
entrepreneurial-mindset-and-toolkit/#/. Although the course
has been developed with a health sciences focus, it is open to
any researcher, coach and professional interested in grasping
a beter understanding of business opportunity development
in the life sciences environment. Health-2-Market e-learning:
htp://elearning.health2market.eu/

A step-by-step guide on innovation strategy
in R&D projects
The need for such a free downloadable step-by-step guide was
expressed by the paricipants of Health-2-Market aciviies, as
it is not enough to start thinking about innovaion strategy and
exploitaion roots at the end of an R&D project, in fact the process should be understood from the early stage of work. With
the contribuion of 18 project experts from all over Europe,
the Health-2-Market team designed the guide to explain why
and when the innovaion strategy is required in R&D projects,
and how it should be developed and implemented. It is intended for a large audience since the topics addressed (commercialisaion paths, business models or markeing strategy) are
also relevant to many sectors. The guide is available at htp://
health2market.eu/results/step-by-step-guide

Annotated template (this document) “Set of good
practices to understand and write innovation related
issues in Horizon 2020 proposals”
This guide gives hands-on advice on how to adapt a business model to a Horizon 2020 proposal, taking as a basis the
standard applicaion template of the European Commission of
Research and Innovaion Acions. With comments from innovaion experts and R&D exploitaion specialists, the guide speciically focuses on secions in which business aspects should
be explained in more details. The document is available free
of charge on htp://www.health2market.eu/results/h2020annotated-template and Health-2-Market mobile applicaion.
If you want to ind out more, visit htp://www.health2market.
eu or download from Google Play or the Apple Store the free
of charge Health-2-Market mobile applicaion.
The Health-2-Market project has been implemented by a
consorium of 10 partners.
P R O J E C T PA RT N E R S
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ARIaT - Horizon 2020
Annotated Research
and Innovation actions
Templates
Innovation dimension in Horizon 2020 proposals:
Set of good practices to understand
and write innovation related issues both
in Research and Innovation Actions (RIA)
and Innovation Actions (IA).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme for research, technological development and
demonstration under grant agreement N°305532

www.health2market.eu

